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2022 Forest River Salem FSX 169RSK $18
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Description OUR PRICES ARE SO LOW, THE MANUFACTURER WON'T LET US ADVERTISE
THEM! CLICK THE "GET BEST PRICE" BUTTON FOR AN EVEN LOWER PRICE ON
THIS RV!!!! 2022 Forest River RV Salem FSX 169RSK, Forest River Salem FSX
travel trailer 169RSK highlights: Rear Private Bedroom Separated Bathroom
Outside Shower Outside Refrigerator Best In Class Value Package Extended
Power Package- Roof Mounted 190W Solar Panel w 30AMP Controller This travel
trailer is perfect for couples who want to explore the great outdoors together!
There is a rear private bedroom with a queen bed slide for more walking around
space, a dresser with a TV location, and wardrobes on either side of it. Plus, it
enters right into the separated bathroom which will come in handy when one
person wants to freshen up in the 36" x 24" shower while another uses the private
toilet and sink. You can prepare your best home cooked meals with the two
burner cooktop then enjoy it at the front U-shaped dinette which can also
transform into an extra sleeping space. Enjoy a cold beverage stored in the
outside refrigerator while relaxing underneath the 15' power awning! Each one of
these Forest River Salem FSX travel trailer and travel trailer toy haulers are fully
featured, light weight, and easy to tow making them perfect for a first time or
seasoned camper! They are built with a SuperFlex one piece roof, a powder
coated I-beam frame, and an aerodynamic front radius profile for better wind
resistance. With the largest in class opening panoramic windows, you will have a
great view of your beautiful surroundings and enjoy fresh breezes of air
throughout. A diamond plate front rock guard will protect your unit from road
debris and the Tuffcoat scratch resistant exterior paint helps to keep any dings or
bumps from scratching it. The Best-In-Class package comes with an AccessiBelly
enclosed underbelly to keep your units vitals safe through every season, a XL
folding grab assist handle to safely enter and exit, and an upgraded appliance
package to prepare your best meals. Come find the model that best fits your
needs today!

Basic information Year: 2022
Stock Number: LM2132
VIN Number: 5ZT2SMFC2NN800674
Condition: New
Sleeps: 3
Slideouts: 1

Item address , Wabash, Indiana, United States
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